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Summary of the Ombudsman’s Determination and reasons 
 

 

 

Detailed Determination 
Material facts 
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“Subject to paragraphs 3, 7 and 9, while the person holds the new 
employment the annual rate of the retirement pension is reduced — 

(a) if the annual rate of remuneration of the new employment, equals or 
exceeds the indexed annual rate of remuneration of the former employment, 
to zero; and 

(b) otherwise, by the amount (if any) which is necessary to secure that the 
potential receipts during the new employment do not exceed the indexed 
annual rate of remuneration of the former employment.” 

 

 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-li-a1.1.39
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-txt-d5.i.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#si-19951019-txt-c2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-li-a1.1.39
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#si-19951019-txt-c2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-li-a1.1.39
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-txt-d5.i.4.b
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-txt-d5.i.4.b
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#si-19951019-txt-c2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19951019/#sisch-19951019-li-a1.1.39
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Summary of Mr N’s position 

 

 
 together with 
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He feels that WYPF should have informed him of 
the change, but it did not.

• He cannot say for certain whether he received or read the Spring 2008 and 
Autumn 2008 newsletters from WYPF, but he has certainly received newsletters 
from WYPF in the past. He would do no more than skim through the documents 
reading anything which caught his attention before disposing of the documents in 
the recycling bin. A sub-heading, such as “working again”, would not have caught 
his attention because he was confident, mistakenly, that he knew what the 
abatement rules allowed. His attention would, however, have been drawn to the 
text if it had been headed by “changes to rules when working again”. 

• He has no doubt at all that, had he been aware of the change to the abatement 
policy which meant that abatement would no longer apply to members in re-

 
1 Mr N has provided copies of letters, dated 16 October and 2 December 2003, from WYPF relating to the 
suspension/reduction of his pension on re-employment. 
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employment from 2008, he would have immediately requested Leeds CAB to 
enroll him into the Scheme. The fact that he has made the complaint, that he was 
wrongly prevented from re-joining the Scheme in 2003, is very strong evidence 
that he would have joined the Scheme in 2008. 

• There would have been no discretion at all on the part of Leeds CAB because his 
contract of employment specifically allowed him to change his pension status, to 
join the Scheme, at any time. 

• He was completely unaware that WYPF had contacted Leeds CAB while he was 
still an employee to ask it to make backdated contributions to the Scheme. It 
would have been helpful if WYPF had contacted him to give him the opportunity to 
raise this with his employer. It is likely that Leeds CAB did have discretion as to 
whether it made backdated contributions or not, otherwise he would have hoped 
that WYPF would have advised him of his rights. 

• While he was employed by Leeds CAB, his contract of employment allowed him to 
join the Scheme at any time but did not provide for the right to make backdated 
contributions. Any contractual rights would have ceased after his employment 
terminated. WYPF should provide the remedy for its maladministration. 

• There was no change to his employment contract to facilitate a reduction in his 
work hours. Any reduction in hours was temporary so that he could regain health 
and eventually return to full time hours. If his employer had insisted on changes to 
his employment contract, he would have sought advice from his trade union. In 
the unlikely event that he had signed a new contract, he would have been given a 
copy which he would have kept. 

• He understands entirely that he could be required to make pension contributions if 
his pensionable service were to be backdated to 2008. 

Summary of WYPF’s position 
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(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3) and Schedule C5 (limitations on 
contributions and benefits), in these regulations “remuneration”, in relation to 
an employee, means the total of— 

(a) all the salary, wages, fees and other payments paid to him for his own 
use in respect of his employment, and 

and [sic] any other payment or benefit specified in his contract of 
employment as being a pensionable emolument.“ 

 

 
2 Quote contained random spacing throughout and has been copied accordingly.  
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• It stated in its Spring 2008 and Autumn 2008 newsletters that only compensatory 
added years were affected by re-employment. As Mr N retired on ill health 
grounds he received ill health enhancement; he did not receive any compensatory 
added years. 

• As Mr N was re-employed by an Admission Body, his pension would have only 
been affected by abatement if he re-joined the Scheme. The number of 
pensioners in the Scheme who were re-employed by Admission Bodies would 
have been in single figures. However, because Mr N opted not to join the 
Scheme, his pension was not affected by abatement and there were no indicators 
on his record which would have enabled it to contact him. For pensioners who 
were re-employed and whose pension was affected by their re-employment and/or 
pensioners who had re-joined the Scheme, it had indicators on their records and 
was able to identify these cases. 

• Mr N chose not to re-join the Scheme so that his benefits were not abated. When 
he received the 2008 newsletters, he could have asked if he would now be able to 
join the Scheme as he was not in receipt of compensatory added years. 

 

 

Conclusions 
The 2003 complaint 
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 Even if I were to accept jurisdiction, I do not consider that I could provide the remedy 
which Mr N seeks because, on the facts as set out, the 2003 complaint is also time 
barred under the Limitation Act. 

 The matter of limitation periods was considered in the case of Arjo Wiggins Limited v 
Henry Thomas Ralph [2009] EWHC 3198 (Ch). In this case, the court held that the 
powers available to the Ombudsman when investigating a complaint which is time-
barred are the same as those which are available under the Limitation Act, except in 
cases of pure maladministration, and the remedy must not go beyond what a court 
could order. 

 Mr N’s complaint is that WYPF incorrectly informed him that the abatement rules 
would apply to his pension if he re-joined the Scheme. As the complaint is one which 
a court would recognise as a claim made in negligence, the relevant period within 
which a claim has to be made is six years of the negligent act or omission (section 2 
Limitation Act); or (if later) within three years from the date of knowledge (section 14A 
Limitation Act). This is subject to an overriding time limit (long stop) of 15 years from 
the date when the negligent act or omission occurred (section 14B Limitation Act). 

 Having considered all of the evidence which has been provided, I find that the 
relevant start date for the purposes of the Limitation Act (taking the latest possible 
date) is 2003, because it was in 2003 that Mr N has said that he received the 
misinformation and challenged it. If Mr N had pursued this matter through the courts 
he would have needed to have brought the claim within six years of 2003; that is, by 
2009. Therefore, following the principles laid down by the court in Arjo Wiggins, I 
would be unable to provide a remedy. 

 

 

 

 

“Each administering authority must formulate and keep under review their 
policy concerning abatement (that is, the extent, if any, to which the amount of 
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retirement pension payable to a member from any pension fund maintained by 
them under the Scheme should be reduced (or whether it should be 
extinguished) where the member has entered a new employment with a 
Scheme employer, other than one in which he is eligible to belong to 
a teachers scheme).” 

 

“(4) The authority which is the member’s appropriate administering authority 
as respects the retirement pension to which he is entitled – 

(a) must apply the policy published by them under regulation 109 to the 
member, and 

(b) they may reduce the annual rate of that pension or, as the case may 
be, may cease to pay it, during the period while he holds the new 
employment, in accordance with that policy.” 

 

 

 

 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.125
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 WYPF has said that it used Mr N’s actual part time salary instead of the whole time 
equivalent as it was fairer to do so. It has explained that the intention of abatement is 
to ensure that the member is not better off after retirement and re-employment than 
when they were previously employed. I consider that this approach accords with 
Regulation 109(5) of the 1997 Regulations. For this to work in practice and in order 
for the policy to be applied fairly to former part-time employees compared with former 
full-time employees, members’ actual pay prior to their retirement would need to be 
used in the abatement calculation, rather than their whole time equivalent pay. 

 In calculating the pension of a member who had worked part-time, Regulation 21(3) 
of the 1997 Regulations provided that: 

“(3) In the case of part-time employment, the final pay is the pay which would have 
been paid for a single comparable whole-time employment.” 

 

“(3) Membership in part-time service is counted as the appropriate fraction of the 
duration of membership. 

(4) The numerator of that fraction is the number of contractual hours during the part-
time service and its denominator is the number of contractual hours of that 
employment as if it were on a whole-time basis.” 
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 WYPF has referred to the definition of “remuneration” under Regulation C2 of the 
1995 Regulations. This definition is not relevant for the purposes of the abatement 
rules under Part I of Schedule D5, as the “annual rate of remuneration of an 
employment” is defined instead, for those purposes, in paragraph 5(1)(b) of Schedule 
D5, as I have explained above. However, applying the correct definition, under 
paragraph 5(1)(b) of Schedule D5 of the 1995 Regulations still would have required 
Mr N’s actual salary immediately prior to his retirement to be used, rather than his 
previous, full-time salary. 
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The 2005 complaint  
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3 Under Section 14B of the Limitation Act, the limitation period for claims of negligence is subject to a 
‘longstop’ of 15 years after the negligent act or omission occurred. 
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“Working again? 

If you return to work after you’ve retired it doesn’t usually affect your pension, so we 
rarely need to know. 

But if your employer gave you some extra membership called Compensatory Added 
Years when you retired, we might need to adjust part of your pension if you get 
another job with a local authority or another employer that uses the Local 
Government Pension Scheme.”
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I do not consider that 

the potential for a pensioner to opt out of the Scheme under the old abatement rules 
to avoid abatement was so remote that WYPF could not have foreseen the possibility 
that there were re-employed pensioners who had opted out of the Scheme and in 
respect of whom there would be no indicators on its records. This is particularly so in 
view of the December 2003 letter WYPF sent Mr N, in which it informed Mr N that the 
re-employment rules would not apply to him “provided he did not join the Scheme”. It 
is my view that the foreseeability of his opting out was implicit in this statement made 
to Mr N. 

 WYPF has said that the number of pensioners in the Scheme who were re-employed 
by admission bodies would have been in single figures. However, WYPF has also 
said there were no indicators for it to identify Mr N because he had opted out of the 
Scheme. I am not persuaded that WYPF would have been able to ascertain the 
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accurate number of pensioners who were re-employed if it was unable to identify 
pensioners like Mr N who were re-employed but who had opted out of the Scheme. I 
do not consider that WYPF has shown that the number of re-employed pensioners 
and those who had opted out of the Scheme were so few that it could not have 
foreseen the risk to these pensioners. 
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Directions 

 

 
4 Regulation 85(3)(b) The Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 2013 (SI2013/2356) (as 
amended). A similar provision was included in The Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) 
Regulations 2008 (SI2008/239) (revoked). 
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Anthony Arter 
Pensions Ombudsman 

12 January 2022  
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Appendix 1 

13 Meaning of “pay” 

(1)  An employee's pay is the total of— 

(a)  all the salary, wages, fees and other payments paid to him for his own use in 
respect of his employment; 

(b)  the money value of any benefits provided for him by reason of his 
employment; and 

(c)  any other payment or benefit specified in his contract of employment as 
being a pensionable emolument. 

(2)  But an employee's pay does not include— 

(a)  payments for non-contractual overtime; 

(b) any travelling, subsistence or other allowance paid in respect of expenses 
incurred in relation to the employment; 

(c)  any payment in consideration of loss of holidays; 

(d)  any payment in lieu of notice to terminate his contract of employment; 

(e)  any payment as an inducement not to terminate his employment before the 
payment is made; 

(f)  any amount representing the money value of the provision of a motor vehicle 
(but see paragraphs (8) and (9)); or 

(g)  in the case of an employee or former employee of the Commission for the 
New Towns, any payment made under any scheme relating to the 
termination of the employment of employees by the Commission in respect 
of the completion before a specified date of specified functions. 

(3)  For regulation 12 (Members’ contributions), the pay of a part-time employee for any 
period is the pay he would have received if during that period he had worked the 
contractual hours. 

(4)  But paragraph (3) does not apply to periods during which the employee was away 
from work by reason of illness or injury with reduced or no pay. 

(5)  If a Scheme employer agrees with the bodies or persons representative of any 
description of employees the method for determining the whole or a specified part 
of the pay of employees of that description for the period during which the 
agreement applies, the pay of a member who is such an employee is the amount so 
determined. 

(6)  A Scheme employer must notify in writing every member affected by such an 
agreement. 

(7)  That notification must include a conspicuous statement as to the place where he 
may obtain information about details of the agreement. 

(8)  Where— 
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(a)  a member's contribution under regulation C2 or C3 of the 1986 regulations 
for a period including 31st December 1992 was based on pay which for the 
1986 regulations as then in force included an amount representing the 
money value to him of the provision of a motor vehicle, and 

(b)  immediately before the commencement date his remuneration for the 1995 
regulations included such an amount, 

then his pay includes such an amount. 

 

(9) But paragraph (8) shall cease to apply if— 

(a)  he leaves employment with the employing authority who were employing him 
on 31st December 1992 (otherwise than as a result of a transfer to another 
Scheme employer which is beyond his control); or 

(b)  he is neither provided with a motor vehicle nor receives an amount 
representing the money value to him of the provision of such a vehicle. 

(10)  No sum may be taken into account in calculating pay unless income tax liability has 
been determined on it.

20 Calculations 
 
(1) The amount of any benefit payable as a result of a person's membership is 

generally calculated by multiplying his  by the appropriate multiplier. 

(2) Unless another multiplier is indicated, the appropriate multiplier for a pension is— 

 

(1) A member's final pay for an employment is his pay for as much of the final pay 
period as he is entitled to count as active membership in local government 
employment (but see paragraphs (3) to (10), regulations 22 and 23(2) and Schedule 
4). 

(2) A member's final pay period is the year ending with the day on which he stops being 
an member (but see paragraph (9) and regulations 22 and 23). 

(3) In the case of part-time employment , the final pay is the pay which would have 
been paid for a single comparable whole-time employment. 

(4) But in calculating death grant or the rate of surviving spouse's, civil partner's or 
children's short-term pension payable on the death of an active member, 
actual pay in part-time employment is to be used or, in calculating death grant, 
three eightieths of final pay multiplied by total membership if greater. 

(5) Any reduction or suspension of a member's pay during the final pay period because 
of his absence from work owing to illness or injury must be disregarded for this 
Chapter. 

(6) If a member's final pay period includes reserve forces service leave, his final pay 
is— 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.75
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.75
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-23.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-txt-4
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-txt-4
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.8
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.8
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-9.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.108
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(a) in a case where he has paid contributions by virtue of regulation 17(4), the 
amount it would have been if his reserve forces pay were pay received in his 
former local government employment, or 

(b) otherwise, the amount it would have been if he had continued to be 
employed in his former employment during the period of that leave. 

(6A) For the purposes of this Chapter, a member's pay for any period of 
maternity absence during the final pay period in respect of which she pays or is 
treated as paying contributions is the pay she would have received had she not 
been absent. 

(7) If a member is absent from work for any other reason during his final pay period, he 
is only to be treated for this Chapter as having received the pay he would otherwise 
have received if he has made the appropriate contributions under Chapter III for the 
period he is absent. 

(8) If in any case where regulation 13(5) (collective pay agreements) applies to 
a member's pay during any part of the final pay period— 

(a) his average weekly earnings from his local government employment in that 
period (other than payments for overtime and bonuses)— 

(i) exceed by more than 50 per cent. the lower earnings limit at the end 
of that period, and 

(ii) do not exceed the upper earnings limit at the end of that period, and 

(b) his final pay would be greater if determined using those earnings, 

it is to be determined using them. 

(9) If a member is only entitled to count part of the year specified in paragraph (2) as a 
period of active membership in relation to the employment which he ceases to hold, 
his final pay is his pay during that part multiplied by 365 and divided by the number 
of days in that part. 

(10) Final pay does not include any pension in payment. 

Chapter V Special Adjustments 

109 Statements of policy concerning abatement of retirement pensions in new 
employment 

(1) Each administering authority must formulate and keep under review their policy 
concerning abatement (that is, the extent, if any, to which the amount of retirement 
pension payable to a member from any pension fund maintained by them under the 
Scheme should be reduced (or whether it should be extinguished) where 
the member has entered a new employment with a Scheme the employer, other 
than one in which he is eligible to belong to a teachers scheme). 

(2) Before formulating that policy an administering authority must consult with the 
authorities who employ active members for whom they are the appropriate 
administering authority. 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-17.4
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.107
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.75
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.95
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.95
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.95
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-ch-ii.iii
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13.5
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-21.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.75
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.76
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.131
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.113
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.113
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.125
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.8
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.17
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.17
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(3) Before the expiry of the period of three months beginning with the commencement 
date, each administering authority shall publish a statement as to the policy which is 
being applied by them where a member who is so entitled enters such a 
new employment on or after that date. 

(4) Where, as a result of reviewing their policy concerning abatement, an administering 
authority determine to amend it, they must publish a statement of the amended 
policy before the expiry of the period of one month beginning with the date they 
determine to do so. 

(5) In formulating their policy concerning abatement, an administering authority must 
have regard— 

(a) to the level of potential financial gain at which they wish abatement to apply, 

(b) to the administrative costs which are likely to be incurred as a result of 
abatement in the different circumstances in which it may occur, and 

(c) to the extent to which a policy not to apply abatement could lead to a serious 
loss of confidence in the public service. 

(6) In paragraph (5)(a) the reference to financial gain is a reference to the financial gain 
which it appears to the administering authority may be obtained by a member as a 
result of his entitlement both to a pension and to pay under the new employment. 

110 Application of abatement policy in individual cases 

(1) Where a member who is entitled to the payment of a retirement pension proposes 
to enter a new employment with a Scheme employer, he must inform the employer 
about that entitlement. 

(2) If such a member enters such a new employment he must immediately notify in 
writing the body from whom he has become entitled to receive the pension. 

(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) do not apply where the new employment is employment in 
which the person is eligible to belong to a teachers scheme. 

(4) The authority which is the member's appropriate administering authority as respects 
the retirement pension to which he is entitled— 

(a) must apply the policy published by them under regulation 109 to 
the member, and 

(b) they may reduce the annual rate of that pension or, as the case may be, may 
cease to pay it, during the period while he holds the new employment, in 
accordance with that policy. 

(5) But no reduction under paragraph (4) of the pension of a person who was 
a member immediately before the commencement date may exceed the reduction 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.37
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.37
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#si-19971612-txt-109.6
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.78
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19971612/#sisch-19971612-li-1.1.53
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which would have applied under the 1995 regulations if those regulations had 
applied when the member entered his new employment. 
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Appendix 2 
The Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 1995 

C2 Meaning of “remuneration” 

(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3) and Schedule C5 (limitations on contributions and 
benefits), in these regulations “remuneration” , in relation to an employee , means 
the total of— 

(a) all the salary, wages, fees and other payments paid to him for his own use in 
respect of his employment, and 

and any other payment or benefit specified in his contract of employment as being a 
pensionable emolument. 

(2) “Remuneration” does not include— 

(a) payments for non-contractual overtime; 

(b) any travelling or subsistence allowance or any other allowance paid to 
an employee in respect of expenses incurred in relation to the employment; 

(c) any payment made to an employee in consideration of loss of holidays; 

(d) any payment accepted by an employee in lieu of notice to terminate his 
contract of employment; 

(e) subject to paragraph 11 of Schedule D1 any payment made to 
an employee as an inducement not to terminate his employment before the 
payment is made; 

(f) subject to paragraph 7 of Schedule C2, the money value to the employee of 
the provision of a motor vehicle or any payment accepted by him in lieu of 
such provision; or 

(g) in the case of an employee or former employee of the Commission for the 
New Towns, any payment made to him, under any scheme relating to the 
termination of the employment of employees by the Commission, in respect 
of the completion before a specified date of specified functions. 

(h) any compensation payable to an employee under the Local Government 
Reorganisation (Compensation for Loss of Remuneration) Regulations 1995. 

(3) Schedule C2 shall have effect for the purpose of making further provision as to the 
meaning of “remuneration”(including provision for the amount of notional 
remuneration to be agreed collectively). 
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Schedule C2 

Further Provisions Concerning Meaning of “Remuneration” 

Part-timers 

1  For the purpose of calculating a member's standard contributions under regulation 
C4, the remuneration of a part-time employee for any period (other than a period 
during which he was absent from duty by reason of illness or injury with reduced or 
no remuneration) is to be taken to be the remuneration he would have received if 
during that period he had worked no more and no less than the contractual hours. 

Schedule D5 

Re-employed Pensioners 

General reduction rule 

2  Subject to paragraphs 3, 7 and 9, while the person holds the new employment the 
annual rate of the retirement pension is reduced— 

(a)  if the annual rate of remuneration of the new employment, equals or exceeds 
the indexed annual rate of remuneration of the former employment, to zero; 
and 

(b)  otherwise, by the amount (if any) which is necessary to secure that the 
potential receipts during the new employment do not exceed the indexed 
annual rate of remuneration of the former employment. 

3  Where within the last 12 months of the former employment the person held another 
concurrent employment with any LGPS employer , former local authority or local Act 
authority, which he has ceased to hold without becoming entitled to a retirement 
pension in relation to it, and either— 

(a)  he has ceased to hold the concurrent employment after ceasing to hold the 
former employment; or 

(b)  he has ceased to hold the concurrent employment first, and entered the new 
employment within 12 months after ceasing to hold the concurrent 
employment, 

then— 

(i)  if he does not devote substantially more of his time to the new 
employment than he devoted to the concurrent employment during the 
12 months before he ceased to hold it, the annual rate of the 
retirement pension is not reduced; and 

(ii)  in any other case, paragraph 2 applies as if the indexed annual rate of 
remuneration of the former employment included the indexed annual 
rate of remuneration of the concurrent employment. 
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… 

5(1) For the purposes of this Part of this Schedule, subject to sub-paragraph (2), the 
annual rate of remuneration of an employment is— 

(a)  if it is a former employment in respect of which the person is entitled to a 
retirement pension under these regulations, the 1974 regulations or the 1986 
regulations— 

(i)  in the case of fixed-rate emoluments, the rate of any such 
emoluments on the last day of the period which is the relevant period 
for the purposes of regulation D1; and 

(ii)  in the case of fees, the average rate of any fees during the period by 
reference to which pensionable remuneration fell to be calculated 
under paragraph 9 of Schedule D1; 

(b)  if it is a former employment in respect of which the person is entitled to a 
retirement pension otherwise than as mentioned in paragraph (a)— 

(i)  in the case of fixed-rate emoluments, the rate of any such 
emoluments on the last day of employment; and 

(ii)  in the case of fees, the average rate of any fees during the period, 
within the last three years of employment, during which fees were 
receivable; 

(c)  in the case of the new employment — 

(i)  in the case of fixed-rate emoluments, the annual rate of such 
emoluments on the first day of employment; 

(ii)  in the case where fees are receivable but were not receivable in the 
former employment, a rate agreed by the person and the body 
employing him or, in default of agreement, a rate determined by the 
Secretary of State; 

(iii)  in the case where fees are receivable and were receivable in the 
former employment, subject to sub-paragraph (3), the annual rate of 
those fees, ascertained in accordance with paragraphs (a)(ii) and 
(b)(ii). 

5(2)  For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(a) and (b), where— 

(a)  the person's remuneration in the former employment was at any material 
time reduced or discontinued by reason of his absence from duty; and 

(b)  the absence was due to illness or injury or he made contributions or 
payments under section 6(5) of the Act of 1937 or regulation C3 or C4 of the 
1986 regulations or regulation C5, C6 or C7 of these regulations, 
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then— 

(i)  any reduction or discontinuance of fixed-rate emoluments is to be 
disregarded, and 

(ii)  any fees are to be averaged over a period of the same length as the 
period mentioned in paragraph (1)(a) or (b), but ending immediately 
before the reduction or discontinuance. 

5(3)  If the annual rate of remuneration of the new employment ascertained in 
accordance with this paragraph is less than that of the former employment, the 
annual rate of any fees ascertained in accordance with paragraph (1)(c)(iii) is to be 
reduced proportionately. 
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Appendix 3  
The Personal and Occupational Pension Schemes (Pensions Ombudsman) 
Regulations 1996 
 
Time limit for making complaints and referring disputes 
5.— (1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3) below, the Pensions Ombudsman shall not 

investigate a complaint or dispute if the act or omission which is the subject thereof 
occurred more than 3 years before the date on which the complaint or dispute was 
received by him in writing. 

(2) Where, at the date of its occurrence, the person by or in respect of whom the 
complaint is made or the dispute is referred was, in the opinion of the Pensions 
Ombudsman, unaware of the act or omission referred to in paragraph (1) above, the 
period of 3 years shall begin on the earliest date on which that person knew or 
ought reasonably to have known of its occurrence. 

(3) Where, in the opinion of the Pensions Ombudsman, it was reasonable for a 
complaint not to be made or a dispute not to be referred before the end of the 
period allowed under paragraphs (1) and (2) above, the Pensions Ombudsman may 
investigate and determine that complaint or dispute if it is received by him in writing 
within such further period as he considers reasonable. 
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